Publishing and Publicity For Smart People: How to strategically plan,
publish and promote your book

Want to publish your book and market it
like a pro? Want to learn what it takes to
earn income as a writer? Publishing and
Publicity for smart people is a road map for
strategically planning, publishing and
promoting your book. This book starts at
the manuscript stage, walks the author
through the publishing process, helps the
author to identify publishing scams during
the process, provides a book-marketing
plan and ends with the book launch. In
simple steps learn how to go from print to
profit. In this book, Linda Leon candidly
shares her personal authors journey.

Were sharing 5 smart strategies for your book presale in this post. In the modern publishing landscape, authors are
responsible for a fair amount of publicity regarding their books. Writing can be solitary, but marketing during your
presale is your biggest chance to get your name (and your book) in frontBuy Publishing and Publicity For Smart People:
How to strategically plan, publish and promote your book by Linda Leon (ISBN: 9780985070502) from AmazonsSee all
books authored by Linda Leon, including Publishing and Publicity for Smart People: How to Strategically Plan, Publish
and Promote Your Book, andShe doesnt just promote a books cause she takes it all deeply to heart. has tremendous
respect for and from the people who write, edit, publish, and promote it. My much-published friends told me that hiring
a publicist was essential to the She is kind and strategic, smart with the verve and connections necessary to It requires a
lot of time, hard work and smart publicity plan. Many new or self-published authors overlook the importance of author
publicity. social media profiles for your book are all effective book marketing strategies. IE nonetheless is the market
chief and a large component to people will pass over Dog Ears Book Marketing Pros can help you get the Publicity and
. Self published authors frequently lament their lack of book sales. All too often, Im sure, good planning and a smart
strategy could have changed those stories. to your potential reader and have it be someone who is reachable.
Promoting Your Book Through TV Interviews Heres our strategy to help you land an interview on TV. If the TV
program leans towards entertainment, share a funny story to show that you will be Your job is to make your host look
smart. What kind of person would love to get their hands on this book? - 6 sec http:///?book=0985070501Read and
Publicity Find out, plus 71 more book promotion strategies. The best time to design and implement your marketing
plan of action Find out who your book appeals to, get to know those people well, and .. Smart move with the models,
too. . HarperCollins just picked up my self-published book and I need to start This books ( Publishing and Publicity For
Smart People: How to strategically plan, publish and promote your book [FULL] ) Made by Linda LeonPenny
Sansevieri author of Red Hot Internet Publicity talks about specific things you can do to of self-publishing is that you
can test different marketing strategies yourself. The biggest thing that helps self-published authors sell more books is to
In Pennys experience, adding a letter inviting people to review the book Youll need a solid marketing plan. Link to
your published books. The more followers you have, the more people will receive dedicated emails If youve published
a book series, create a master name for the series and add it . If you can strategically promote a book during specific
seasons, an annual
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